Tauck Scholars Program

The Tauck Scholars program provides unique educational and cultural opportunities for selected business students to participate in an international summer internship or program in a cultural setting that is “new or foreign to them.”

Recipients of this award may, in consultation with CBE International Specialist, Sarah Wing, select the type of international internship or program they wish to pursue based on their interests, qualifications and career goals.

The Tauck Scholars also serve as goodwill ambassadors to Lehigh University, by helping prospective scholars prepare for their international experience, and take part in special CBE activities.

Celebrating 22 Years | 1995-2017

Since 1995, the Tauck Scholarship has been awarded to 88 highly motivated business students who have participated in life-changing internships and other educational programs in 17 countries over 4 continents.

Above: The Tauck Scholars Program is endowed by Arthur C. Tauck Jr. ’53; founder of Tauck Tours

How to Apply

More information and details on how to apply available online at:

[go.lehigh.edu/Tauck](go.lehigh.edu/Tauck)

Information packets are also available from the CBE Undergraduate Programs Office RBC 395

Criteria to apply

- Open to all business students - includes CSB & IBE students
- Minimum GPA 3.2
- Junior standing at time of application (Fall Semester 2017)
- U.S Citizenship
- Commit to a minimum 4 week experience in the summer session 2018

Contact Information

To discuss internship opportunities and find out more about the Tauck Scholarship contact:

Sarah Wing
Email: srw208@lehigh.edu | Tel: 610-758-2430
Office: RBC 107 (located in the Dean’s Suite)

Deadline  Monday, November 6 @ 9AM
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Scholarships for International Internships & Programs
George Cooper ’19 | CSB
“The Tauck Scholarship opened the door to Eastern Europe, a place I never would have otherwise experienced. I worked in Prague, Czech Republic for PwC through the Lehigh in Prague program.”

Oscar Gomez ’18 | Accounting Major
“This summer I had the opportunity to intern with KPMG in their Liverpool, England office. Because I was in Liverpool, I was able to visit Edinburgh in Scotland; Conwy in Wales & London.”

Madison Williams ’18 | Management Major
“The Tauck Scholarship gave me the opportunity to not only work [internship with AAA Auto] in the Czech Republic, but also to grow both personally & professionally. I am extremely grateful for the memories, experiences & lessons that I will take away from my time in Prague.”

Samantha Ryan ’18
IBE-Finance
“The Tauck Scholarship has awarded me the opportunity of a lifetime that will continue to have a lasting impact on both my professional and personal life. My internship [at E-On] allowed me to connect with working professionals from multiple European cities. It also broadened my knowledge of international trends in the energy market. My time spent abroad & the people I met was truly an experience I'll never forget.”

Courtney Foshay ’18
Accounting Major
Courtney spent time in London, UK with PwC
“Not only was I able to build relationships and listen to advice from extremely experienced professionals, but also was given the opportunity to learn from the cultural differences I saw both inside and outside of work.”

Gian Zurlini ’18
Management Major
Gian did an internship with Verizon in Dublin, Ireland
“Interning in Dublin presented an opportunity to advance myself both personally and professionally. In my seven weeks I developed an international business network, adopted a more global mindset, and gained a greater sense of self-awareness.”

Juliet Panichella ’19
IBE-Chemical Eng.
“For four weeks I worked in Traditional Chinese Medicine at Shanghai Health Management Center and for two weeks I worked in Western Medicine at Ruijin Hospital. Overall, the Lehigh in Shanghai program gave me a new sense of independence, strengthened my confidence and allowed me much personal growth.”

Daniel Norris ’18
IBE-Finance
Daniel’s international experience took him to Copenhagen, Denmark and London, UK
“The Tauck Scholarship enabled me to truly have the trip of a lifetime that broadened my horizons beyond my wildest imagination. I will never forget the people or the memories that were made and I am extremely thankful for that.”
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